

**Major Unusual Incidents and Unusual Incidents**

This next section will cover the requirements of Rule 5123:2-17-02 of the Administrative Code. You will want to take many notes for this section, as you might have questions for follow up after you complete the course.

**Definition of MUI and Categories**

In your own words, what is a Major Unusual Incident (MUI)?

____________________________________________________________________

What are the 11 Category A Incidents?

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

What are the subcategories under Peer-to-Peer Acts?

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

List the 5 Category B Incidents.

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
List the 3 Category C Incidents.

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
What is failure to report?

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
Notes from this page:

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

Case Examples of MUIs

Here's your chance to take a look at what MUIs might really look like. Document your observations or follow up questions here, after you read through each example.

____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________
MUI or UI Case Studies - jot your notes or questions here.

TO REPORT A MUI CATEGORY A, YOU MUST CALL THE HOTLINE WITHIN _______ HOURS.

Your number one priority, once you find out about a MUI, is to:
A. call the County Board
B. assure the safety of everyone involved
C. panic

(The answer is B. Always make sure you assure the safety of the individuals involved with the MUI.)

MUI Record Logs must be submitted _______ times per year.

UI Record Logs must be submitted ______________________________.

Other Notes:
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Reporting Responsibilities

My notes on how reporting affects my job:

If you call the police, you must record the ________________, ________________, and the ________________________________.

When do you contact the Ohio State Highway Patrol?

**Save the DODD MUI Reporting Form to your computer right now, as well as print out a hard copy for this binder.**

Immediate Response

What does PPI stand for?

Is the PPI the victim?
If abuse is suspected, what is your first course of action?
__________________________________________

__________________________________________

What are notification requirements for an MUI?
__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

Other Notes:
__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

Role of Investigative Agent

Notes from this section:
__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

__________________________________________

Prevention Plans

Who meets to review any prevention plan for recurring MUIs?
__________________________________________
**Trends and Patterns**

What are the criteria that establish a trend or pattern?

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

**Difference between MUI and UI**

What is the difference between a MUI and an UI?

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

*Download and save appropriate forms from the Safety Toolkit portion of the DODD website. MUI Analysis and Report forms

See dodd.ohio.gov/health and welfare/click to view the toolkit

Notes to help me fill out an Incident Report correctly:

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
Review of How to Find the Links

Items I want to remember:

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

______________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________